
Hand blender

Avance Collection

 

600 W

metal bar

6 accessories

 

HR1655/90 Maximum results, minimum effort
Revolutionary thumb-grip design for easy handling

The Avance Collection hand blender has a revolutionary thumb-grip design and

combines a strong and durable motor with multiple speed settings (20), giving

you the power, speed, and confidence to create maximum results with minimum

effort.

Easy processing and storing

Masher accessory for smoothest mashed potatoes

1.7L oval beaker for preparing food or storing the appliance

Protection cap to protect blending knife when stored

1 L beaker with lid

Chops onion, herbs, hard cheese and more

XL chopper accessory for chopping large quantities

Whips cream, mousse, egg whites, and froths milk

Uniquely designed milk frother for tasty coffee specialties

Whisk accessory for whipping cream, mayonnaise and more

A smooth result in seconds

Extra powerful turbo button for the toughest ingredients

Designed for lasting performance

Serrated blades for ice crushing in XL chopper
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Highlights

1.7 L oval beaker

1.7L oval beaker for preparing food or storing

the appliance

XL chopper accessory

With the XL chopper accessory (1000ml) for a

Philips hand blender you can chop large

quantities of meat, herbs, nuts, cheese,

chocolate and onions in seconds.

Whisk accessory

Single whisk accessory for Philips hand

blender for whipping cream, mayonnaise, pan

cake batter and more. Makes your hand

blender mutlifuctional and versatile.

Milk frother

Uniquely designed milk frother for tasty coffee

specialties

Masher accessory

With the masher acessory for the Philips hand

blender you can mash potatoes silky smooth.

Protection cap

Protection cap to protect blending knife when

stored

Serrated blades

Serrated blades for ice crushing in XL chopper

Turbo button

For the toughest ingredients.

1 L beaker with lid

1 L beaker with lid to store soups, puree or

shake.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.
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Specifications

Design specifications

Available color(s): Ink black

Material blade: Stainless steel

Material housing: Stainless steel and PP

Material jars: SAN

Material shaft: Stainless steel

General specifications

Detachable shaft

Speeds: 20 speeds

Turbo function

Accessories

Chopper: XL chopper

Milk frother

Protection cap

Serrated blades for XL chopper

Whisk

Beaker: 1 L

Technical specifications

Power: 600 W

Voltage: 220-240 V
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